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= RECOMMENDED

Library Guides

Why tweet? Learn how Twitter can help YOU! : http://libguides.wustl.edu/twitter

Twitter 101: http://libguides.wustl.edu/twitter101

YouTube Videos


“Rey Junco on Twitter in the College Classroom” (2009) Dr. Rey Junco is at the helm of one of the first experimental studies to assess whether first-year college students use of Twitter affects student engagement and success. Here he talks about some of his early findings. http://youtu.be/qAD6Nd2Wx-I

“Teaching with Technology Roundtable - Twitter in the #Classroom: In 140 Characters or Less” (2011) http://youtu.be/GqR8tAXxoqY


“The Twitter Experiment - Twitter in the Classroom” (2009) Dr. Rankin, professor of History at UT Dallas, wanted to know how to reach more students and involve more people in class discussions both in and out of the classroom. She had heard of Twitter… http://youtu.be/6WPVWDkF7U8

Articles and Websites

Anon. 50 Ways to Use Twitter in the College Classroom. Online Colleges.


Hawks, John. Best practices and tips for Twitter in the higher-ed classroom.


http://www2.lse.ac.uk/government/research/resgroups/LSEPublicPolicy/Home.aspx.
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